
DFM Assignment

Stage and Shoot a 
Fight Scene !

In many films, you’ll find the obligatory 
fight scene between the good guy and the 
bad guy. In this assignment, you will stage 
a n d s h o o t a s i m p l e fi g h t s c e n e 
betweentwo actors, using the 5 shot and 
block/light/rehearse/shoot process. !!
Possible Scenes 
SCENARIO 1: !
Good guy enters a dark room, looks around. !
Bad guy steps out from the shadows behind Good 
guy and points a gun at him. !
The Good guy stops and raises his hands – he 
does not turn around. !
The Bad guy walks up to the Good guy and 
shoves a gun in his back. They talk. !
Good guy turns around quickly and knocks the 
gun from Bad guy’s hand. !
They fight it out and after a few punches, !
The Good guy wins and walks out the door.!!

SCENARIO 2!
The Bad guy tosses a grenade into the Good 
guy’s house.  !
The grenade explodes!
Furious, the Good guy runs outside, chases the 
Bad guy!
The Good guy seizes the bad guy, and they fight. !
The Good guy wins.!!!!!

!
Pre Production!!

Create a storyboard that introduces the conflict, which provokes the fight. Include a 
variety of shots to show the sequence (See 5 shot rule below)!
Storyboard artist _________________________________________!!
Choose a Stunt Co-ordinator to plan the fight scene. Go over as many details about the 
fight as you can so he can go away and work out some moves for you.!
Stunt Coordinator  ______________________________________!!

! Shoot in Sequences: The Five-Shot Rule!
When storyboarding, remember to plan a minimum of five different shots, which will 
make for a video sequence with visual variety. !!
1. A closeup on the hands  (or feet) of a subject – showing WHAT is happening!
2. A closeup on the face – WHO is doing it!
3. A wide shot – WHERE its happening!
4. An over the shoulder shot (OTS) – linking together the previous three concepts!
5. An unusual, or side/low/dutch shot – providing story-specific context!!!
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The building blocks: individual camera shots!
Wide Shots (WS) show the entire person or area. They’re great for establishing the 
scene and allow for good action of the characters. Sometimes this is known as the long 
shot.!
Medium Shots (MS) frame the subject from the waste up. This is the most common shot 
and allows for hand gestures and motion.!
Close Ups (CU) show a particular part of your subject. For people this usually means the 
shot frames just the head!!

" A good video needs visual variety - it doesn't look good with several similar shots in a "
" row.The pros always shoot a variety of shots at the scene, and edit different shots "
" together as a sequence, such as wide-medium-tight-tight."

*A common rule is 25:25:50 - the number of shots for a single shooting session 
should be 25% wide shots, 25% medium shots, and 50% closeup shots."!

Production !
Block and shoot everything up to the fight first."
! !

Block!
Block the fight – on the set, the two actors, and the Stunt Co-ordinator block out the fight 
sequence with the whole crew. The director should discuss the first shot with the DOP and 
rehearse that specific shot with the actors. Once this has been done, the DOP will light the shot 
while the Stunt Co-ordinator takes the actors and practices the fight.!!
Light!
After the blocking the Cinematographer should discuss the lighting, then camera team sets up the 
shot. The actors need to be ready at the same time as the rest of the crew.!!
Rehearse!
Off Set Rehearsal – the Stunt Co-ordinator practices the fight scene with the actors. The director 
and DOP should watch this rehearsal process for specific camera angles and make comments 
regarding action and movement.!
On Set Rehearsal – The Stunt Co-ordinator shows the crew the fight sequence with the actors. 
He then sets up and rehearses the first part of the fight.!!
Shoot!
Shoot. Shoot. Shoot. Move on. Start over. Block, Light, Rehearse, Shoot!!!

Crew:!
1. Director ________________________________________!
2. Storyboard Artist _________________________________!
3. Stunt Coordinator ________________________________!
4. Actor 1  ________________________________________!
5. Actor 2  ________________________________________!
6. Director of Photography ____________________________!
7. Cameraman _____________________________________!
8. Cameraman_____________________________________!
9. Editor __________________________________________!
10. Sound Effects ___________________________________!!!
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